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ABSTRACT
The chromatin loop model predicts that genes within the same chromatin domain exhibit coordinated

regulation. We here present the first direct experimental support for this model in plants. Two reporter
genes, the E. coli �-glucuronidase gene and the firefly luciferase gene, driven by different promoters, were
placed between copies of the chicken lysozyme A element, a member of the matrix-associated region
(MAR) group of chromatin boundary elements, and introduced in tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum). In plants
carrying A elements, quantitative enzyme activities and mRNA levels of both genes show high correlations
compared to control plants. The A element thus creates an artificial chromatin domain that yields coordi-
nated expression. Surprisingly, enzyme activities correlated poorly with their respective mRNA levels. We
hypothesize that this indicates the occurrence of “error pipelines” in data generation: systematic errors
of a given analytical method will point in the same direction and cancel out in correlation analysis, resulting
in better correlations. In combining different methods of analysis, however, such errors do not cancel
out and as a result relevant correlations can be masked. Such error pipelines will have to be taken into
account when different types of (e.g., whole-genome) data sets are combined in quantitative analyses.

Acurrent model for the regulation of gene expres- tween-transformant variation and position-independent
sion considers coordination in terms of functional expression of the �-glucuronidase (GUS) reporter gene

units or modules. The concept of functional units of in transformed tobacco plants when the chicken lyso-
regulation supposes the presence of chromatin loop zyme A element was placed at the borders of the T-
domains (Laemmli et al. 1992; Bode et al. 1996), de- DNA (Mlynárová et al. 1994, 1995, 1996). The reduced
limited by sequences known as chromatin boundaries. position effect of a single gene suggests the coincidence
Such boundaries create delimited chromatin loops and of structural loops with domains that reflect the func-
are thought to create topologically isolated units of gene tional organization of genome information. The
regulation that shield and insulate genes located on the chicken lysozyme A element is a member of the class
loop from cis-acting elements and other gene-repressing of chromatin boundary elements known as matrix-asso-
influences of the neighboring chromatin. ciated regions (MARs). MAR elements are supposed to

A whole-genome correlation analysis of yeast expres- interact directly with the nuclear matrix, but the exact
sion data indicated the existence of chromosomal do- mechanism by which such elements achieve that influ-
mains of gene expression (Cohen et al. 2000), which ence is as yet unknown (Holmes-Davis and Comai
further links structural domains with functional do- 1998). Overall, a range of effects of MAR elements has
mains. Notably in mammalian systems, it is well estab- been reported on gene expression levels and/or varia-
lished that multigene families, such as the �-globin lo- tion or stability in expression of transgenes in plants
cus, are arranged in well and linear-time-regulated units. (Breyne et al. 1992; Allen et al. 1993, 1996, 2000; van
In plants, it is suggested that regulation and develop-

der Geest et al. 1994; Han et al. 1997; Vain et al. 1999).
ment may be less linear (Scheres 2000) and could fol-

Although the presence of MARs may protect againstlow a more fuzzy logic. It is of particular interest, there-
transcriptional silencing induced by cis interactionsfore, to know whether the concept of functional units
within repeated transgene arrays (Allen et al. 2000),of regulation can be applied to plants as well. Previously
their presence does not necessarily protect against thewe have demonstrated a significant reduction in be-
influence of strong silencing loci (Nap et al. 1997;
Vaucheret et al. 1998). Also studies in cell lines demon-
strate that not all MARs have the same mode of action,

1Corresponding author: BU Genomics, Plant Research International, if any (Poljak et al. 1994; Dillon and SabbattiniP.O. Box 16, NL-6700 AA Wageningen, The Netherlands.
E-mail: j.p.h.nap@plant.wag-ur.nl 2000). The different effects are likely to arise from puta-
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the polyadenylation signal pAg4 was obtained from plasmidtive differences between MARs in combination with dif-
pPCV720 (Koncz et al. 1994). This HPT cassette was isolatedferent assay systems, transformation approaches, and
as a HindIII-Asp718 fragment, blunted, and cloned in the

recipient cells. EcoRV site of pSK�. All plant transformation vectors were
Until now, only single genes have been evaluated in prepared in the binary vector pBinPLUS (van Engelen et al.

1995), which is a pBIN19-derivative with the nos promoter-functional MAR assays in plants. So far, no regulatory
driven kanamycin resistance selectable marker gene. Com-unit of gene regulation has been demonstrated in
pared to pBIN19, pBinPLUS also has additional AscI and PacIplants. This would require us to show that two individual
cloning sites. The BinPLUS multiple cloning sites are also

genes linked on a single MAR-delimited chromatin loop present in the pUC19-based plasmid pUCAP (van Engelen
become coordinately regulated. Such an approach is et al. 1995). The binary vectors prepared are named according
taken here. We investigate the creation of a unit of to the T-DNA configuration they contain. To obtain pHGL,

the HPT cassette as BamHI-SalI fragment was ligated to thegene regulation by focusing on the coordination of the
GUS cassette as SalI-EcoRI fragment and the LUC cassette asexpression of two reporter genes assembled in a single
EcoRI-XbaI fragment in BamHI-XbaI-digested pBinPLUS. TheT-DNA. The Escherichia coli GUS and the firefly luciferase two MAR-element-containing plasmids pAHLGA and pAH-

(LUC) reporter genes, driven by two different promot- GLA were made in two steps. For pAHLGA, the subclone
ers, were used. Quantitative analyses of gene expression pLGA was prepared in pUCAP by cloning the LUC cassette

as HindIII-EcoRI fragment, the GUS cassette as EcoRI-KpnIdemonstrate a significant correlation between the enzy-
fragment, and the MAR cassette as KpnI-XbaI fragment. Thematic activity levels as well as mRNA amounts of both
second subclone pAH was made by cloning the MAR cassettereporter genes only in plants where the reporter genes as KpnI-BamHI and the HPT cassette as BamHI-SalI fragment

are embedded in A-element DNA. This demonstrates in pUCAP. Subsequently, the binary vector pAHLGA was ob-
the creation of an A-element-mediated unit of transcrip- tained by ligation of the KpnI-AscI fragment from the pAH

subclone and AscI-XbaI fragment from the pLGA subclone intional regulation in plants and adds a new tool to the
pBinPLUS. A similar strategy was used to obtain pAHGLA.approaches available for achieving or studying coordi-
Subclone pGLA was prepared in pUCAP by cloning the GUSnated expression of multiple genes in plants.
cassette as a SalI-EcoRI fragment, the LUC cassette as an EcoRI-
KpnI fragment, and the MAR cassette as a KpnI-XbaI fragment.
The pAHGLA binary vector was obtained by cloning the KpnI-

MATERIALS AND METHODS AscI fragment from subclone pAH and the AscI-XbaI fragment
from subclone pGLA in pBinPLUS. All binary plasmids werePlant transformation and genetic analysis: Tobacco (Nicoti-
conjugated to A. tumefaciens LBA4404 and verified by reintro-ana tabacum cv Petit Havana SR1) was grown and transformed
duction into E. coli as previously described (Mlynárová etwith Agrobacterium tumefaciens LBA4404 harboring the binary
al. 1994). The structure of the T-DNA configurations afterplasmid of interest as described previously (Mlynárová et al.
integration into the plant genome is shown in Figure 1. In1994). During transformation, a selection pressure of 50 �g/
designing these three T-DNA vectors, care was taken that (i)ml kanamycin was applied. Rooting on hygromycin was assayed
the selectable marker cassette neomycin phosphotransferaseon root-inducing medium (MS medium supplemented with
(NPT) is in all cases subject to similar random influences of0.05 �g/ml of IAA) with 20 �g/ml hygromycin (Duchefa).
surrounding plant DNA and (ii) no directly neighboring genesPlant populations were named after the vector they contain.
were transcribed in opposite directions. Although an obviousTransgenic tobacco plants of interest were selfed. For each
consequence of these requirements is that not all genes haveplant, �40–50 offspring seeds were analyzed for segregation
precisely the same relative orientation with respect to theby germination without sterilization on quarter-strength MS
Agrobacterium T-DNA border sequences, the gene configura-medium supplemented with 50 �g/ml kanamycin or 20 �g/
tions resulting from integration (Figure 1) allow optimal as-ml hygromycin as described previously (Conner et al. 1998).
sessment of coordinated gene expression in planta.Vectors for plant transformation: Standard procedures were

Determination of GUS and LUC enzymatic activity: Forused for DNA cloning and analysis (Sambrook et al. 1989).
GUS and LUC assays, plant extracts were prepared by grindingTo facilitate cloning, the various DNA cassettes required for
0.8-cm2 leaf discs of greenhouse-grown plants in luciferasethe binary vectors used in this study [MAR, GUS, LUC, hygro-
lysis buffer (100 mm potassium phosphate, pH 7.8; 0.2% Tritonmycin phosphotransferase (HPT)] were blunted, cloned in
X-100; 1 mm dithiothreitol) according to the manual of thethe standard cloning vectors pUC18 (New England BioLabs,
luciferase assay kit (Tropix, Bedford, MA) and cleared byBeverly, MA) or pSK� (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA) and both
centrifugation for 5 min at 4�. GUS activity was determinedorientations were identified. The chicken lysozyme A element
as described previously (Nap et al. 1992) and expressed aswas isolated as a BamHI-XbaI fragment from plasmid pUC-B1-
picomoles of methyl-umbelliferone per minute per microgramX1 (Phi-Van and Strätling 1988), blunted, and cloned into
of soluble protein. Luciferase activity was determined in thethe SmaI site of pUC18. The GUS gene fused to the potato
same leaf extracts using a luciferase assay kit (Tropix) ac-light-regulated Lhca3.St.1 promoter and nos terminator was
cording to the recommendations of the manufacturer. Biolu-isolated as an XbaI-EcoRI fragment from plasmid pPPG (Nap

et al. 1993a). This GUS cassette was blunted and cloned in minescence reactions were performed in white microtiter
plates (2FB; Dynatech, Chantilly, VA) with 10 �l of plantthe EcoRV site of pSK�. The gene for the cytosolic form of

firefly luciferase was obtained from plasmid pSP-luc� (Pro- extract and 10 �l of the luciferase assay buffer, using a Labsys-
tems (Marlboro, MA) Luminoskan DS dual injector lumino-mega, Madison, WI) and supplied with the single 35S CaMV

promoter with an N-terminal SV40 nuclear localization signal meter (van Leeuwen et al. 2000). The luciferase reaction was
started by automatic injection of 20 �l of the substrate buffer(NLS; van der Krol and Chua 1991) and the nos terminator.

The presence of the NLS was shown to have no effect on the luciferin (Tropix). Five seconds after injection the light pro-
duced during 10 sec of reaction was measured as luciferaseactivity of the luciferase gene (van Leeuwen et al. 2000). The

LUC cassette was isolated as a BamHI-SstI fragment, blunted, activity. Luciferase activity was subsequently expressed as rela-
tive light units (RLU) per milligram of soluble protein. Aand cloned in the EcoRV site of pSK�. The hygromycin phos-

photransferase gene driven by the nos promoter and carrying dilution of purified luciferase (Roche, Indianapolis) was used
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Figure 1.—Structure of the T-DNA region present in plants. In all three cases, the two selection genes, the hygromycin
phosphotransferase gene (HPT) and the neomycin phosphotransferase gene (NPT), are driven by the nos promoter. The arrow
gives the direction of transcription of the selection genes. The GUS gene is driven by the potato Lhca3.St.1 promoter (Lhca3)
and the luciferase gene (LUC) by the single 35S CaMV promoter (CaMV). The arrows give the direction of transcription by
these two promoters. The chicken lysozyme matrix-associated region known as A element is represented by open triangles labeled
A. The arrows above the A element give the relative orientation of the A-element DNA. These DNAs are not drawn to scale.
The restriction enzymes sites used for DNA blot analysis and the expected (minimum) sizes of the relevant hybridizing fragments
in plant genomic DNA are indicated. The remains of the T-DNA border sequences are indicated by solid (left border) and open
(right border) triangles; curved boxes indicate flanking genomic DNA and dashed arrows indicate hypothetical restriction sites
in the flanking plant DNA. Hind, HindIII; Asc, AscI; Vsp, VspI.

for calibration and to establish that 1 RLU per second corre- RNA was isolated from leaf material using the TRIZOL
reagent (Life Technologies) according to the manufacturer’ssponds to 25 pg of luciferase. The protein concentration in

plant extracts was determined using the Bio-Rad protein assay. recommendations. Total RNA was separated on a 1.5% formal-
dehyde agarose gel and vacuum blotted in 10� SSC onto aData were evaluated with the analysis tools of both Excel 97

and GenStat5 (Genstat 5 Committee 1993). GeneScreenPlus membrane (DuPont). Prehybridization was
performed at 60� in hybridization solution (10% Dextran sul-DNA and RNA analysis: Genomic DNA was isolated from

tobacco leaf material by the urea-phenol extraction procedure fate, 1% SDS, 1 m NaCl, 0.2 mg/ml sonicated salmon sperm
DNA) for at least 1 hr. Prior to hybridization, a labeled probeas described previously (Mlynárová et al. 1994). Genomic

DNA was digested with the appropriate restriction enzymes was boiled for 10 min in the presence of 4 mg/800 �l of
VspI and HindIII (Life Technologies) and AscI (New England sonicated salmon sperm DNA. Hybridization was performed
BioLabs) using the conditions recommended by the manufac- overnight at 60� in a Hybaid hybridization oven. After hybrid-
turer, separated on 0.8% agarose gel and electroblotted on ization, the membrane was washed first in 2� SSC, 1% SDS,
Hybond-N� membrane (Amersham, Buckinghamshire, UK). followed by washing in 1� SSC, 1% SDS at 60�. For rehybridiza-
Probes were isolated as restriction fragments from agarose gel tion, a blot was stripped by four to five periods of short in-
and were labeled with [32P]dATP using a Megaprime DNA cubation (2 min) in a boiling solution of 0.01% SDS and
labeling system (Amersham). Prehybridization was performed 0.01� SSC and checked for the absence of any remaining
at 65� in hybridization solution (10% dextran sulfate, 1% SDS, signal. Hybridizing signals were visualized by autoradiography
1 m NaCl, 0.1 mg/ml sonicated salmon sperm DNA) for at on Fuji 100NIF films and quantified using a Bas2000 Phosphor-
least 1 hr. Hybridization was performed overnight at 65� in a Imager (Fuji) with BasReader and TINA software (Raytest). Sta-
hybridization oven (Hybaid). After hybridization, the mem- tistical analyses were performed with the analysis tools of Excel
brane was washed first in 2� SSC, 1% SDS, followed by washing 97 as well as with GenStat5 (Genstat 5 Committee 1993).
in 1� SSC, 1% SDS at 65�. Hybridizing signals were visualized
by autoradiography on Fuji 100NIF films and quantified using
a Bas2000 PhosphorImager (Fuji) with BasReader and TINA

RESULTSsoftware (Raytest). For rehybridization, blots were stripped by
incubation for 15–30 min in 0.4 n NaOH, followed by 15 min Generation and molecular characterization of to-incubation in 0.1� SSC, 0.2 m Tris-HCl pH 7.5 at 42� with

bacco transformants: The T-DNA configurations intro-gentle agitation and checked for the absence of any remaining
signal. duced in tobacco plants are shown in Figure 1. For
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TABLE 1

Characteristics of T-DNA integrations in the three populations of plants

Population name and no. of plants in the populationa

Integrationb HGL AHLGA AHGLA

Totalc (%) 37 (100) 27 (100) 33 (100)
Complexd (%) 28 (76)e 12 (44) 15 (45)
Simplef (%) 9 (24) 15 (56) 18 (54)

One-copy g (%) 5 (14) 10 (37) 9 (27)
Two-copy (%) 3 (8) 4 (15) 9 (27)
More-than-two copies (%) 1 (2) 1 (4) 0 (0)

a Plant populations are named after the T-DNA they carry (see Figure 1).
b Type of T-DNA integration as determined by DNA blot analysis.
c Total population of plants with at least one complete integration of the T-DNA.
d Population of plants with a complex integration of the T-DNA (based on an unequal number of left and

right border fragments).
e The percentage of plants relative to the corresponding total population is given in parentheses.
f Population of plants with a simple integration of the T-DNA, based on the equal number of left and right

border fragments.
g Number of plants with one, two, or more than two simple T-DNA copies integrated intact.

each, a population of transgenic plants was generated by fragments were classified as having simple and intact
integrations of the whole T-DNA. These subpopulationsAgrobacterium-mediated transformation and selection

on kanamycin. Previous experience, as well as literature are referred to as “simple” in Table 1. Depending on
the number of border fragments, plants contain one,data (e.g., Muskens et al. 2000), have shown that incom-

plete and complex T-DNA configurations in plants in- two, or more than two simple integrations. The class of
simple integrations was therefore further subdividedfluence gene expression and complicate the subsequent

analysis of gene expression data. Therefore, trans- into the subclasses “one-copy,” “two-copy,” or “more-
than-two copies” (Table 1). Only 5 (14%) of the HGLformants with at least one complete integration were

identified by rooting on hygromycin and extensive DNA population consists of one-copy transformants. The two
populations carrying the A element have considerablyblot analyses. Plants containing an incomplete integra-

tion of the incoming T-DNAs were omitted from further higher percentages of one-copy integrations than the
HGL population (Table 1). For the one-copy plants,analysis. The transformants with at least one complete

integration of the respective T-DNA are referred to as the single copy of the T-DNA was confirmed by genetic
analysis of selfed seeds showing a 3:1 segregation on“total” in Table 1 and in the remainder of this article.

These plants were analyzed in more detail. kanamycin as well as hygromycin. Most two-copy trans-
formants analyzed showed a 15:1 segregation on kana-To determine the number of T-DNA integrations,

DNA was hybridized with an NPT and HPT probe. In mycin and hygromycin, indicating the presence of two
unlinked T-DNAs (data not shown).addition, GUS and LUC probes were used to confirm

the correct integration of these genes by the presence Analyses of GUS and LUC enzymatic activities in the
total populations: GUS and LUC enzymatic activitiesof hybridizing fragments of known size. In Figure 1,

the predicted minimal fragment sizes of the various were determined in comparable leaf samples from the
total populations of plants (Table 1). The GUS enzy-restriction enzyme digests of plant genomic DNA are

indicated. matic activity is expressed in picomoles of methylum-
belliferone per minute per microgram of soluble pro-Plants that contained different numbers of left and

right border fragments were classified as having com- tein. The LUC activity is expressed in relative light units
per milligram of soluble protein. As before, proper sta-plex integrations, such as inverted repeats or truncated

integrations. These subpopulations are referred to as tistical analyses required a logarithmic transformation
for both the GUS and the LUC activity data (analysis“complex” in Table 1 and in the remainder of this arti-

cle. Complex T-DNA integrations were found in all not shown; Nap et al. 1993b). In Figure 2, A–C, the
natural logarithm (ln) of the GUS activity is shown forthree populations, but the relative distributions differ

(Table 1). The HGL control population has most plants each transformant in each of the populations. In Figure
2, D–F, the natural logarithm of the LUC activity inwith such complex integration patterns: 28 plants out

of 37, which is 76% of the population. In contrast, the each plant is plotted. In these plots, the total population
is represented by the sum of the blue, red, and openAHGLA and AHLGA populations contain 45 and 44%

plants with such complex integrations (Table 1). circles.
In Table 2, the descriptive statistics are given for thesePlants with equal numbers of left and right border
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six data sets. Comparing the mean activity values, these supposedly due to a common cause, i.e., the presence
of the MAR elements.data suggest that the gene present in the middle of the

Plants with complex integrations may show post-tran-MAR-delimited loop tends to have a higher activity than
scriptional gene silencing (Muskens et al. 2000) andwhen the same gene is closer to the A element. The
tend to have more unstable and less predictable trans-AHGLA population, with the GUS gene in the middle,
gene expression levels. Such plants can influence thehas an average GUS activity of 278.6 pmol methylum-
statistical evaluation of populations considerably. In Ta-belliferone per minute per microgram of protein, whereas
ble 2, the descriptive statistics of all plants classified asthe AHLGA population has an activity of only 148.4,
complex are given. In Figure 2, A–L, the complex plantsalmost half that of the AHGLA population. For the LUC
are plotted as open circles. Comparing the total popula-gene this trend is reversed.
tions with the complex subsets, it can be concluded thatComparing variances, the MAR-containing popula-
there is little difference (Tables 2–4). On the basis oftions show a significantly reduced variation in GUS activ-
correlation coefficients (Table 3) as well as on ln(GUS)/ities compared to the control population HGL. The
ln(LUC) variances (Table 4), the two MAR-containingAHLGA and AHGLA populations show 4.3- and 3.5-fold
populations behave more consistently than the complexreduction of variance compared to HGL, which is highly
subpopulation from the HGL control.significant (Table 2). As shown before (Mlynárová

Analyses of GUS and LUC enzymatic activities inet al. 1994, 1995), the presence of the A element is
plants with simple T-DNA integrations: To eliminate theaccompanied by a significant reduction of the variation
potential influence of complex T-DNA integrations, theof GUS activity between independent transformed
quantitative analyses were restricted to those plants thatplants. In contrast, no significant differences in variation
had simple integration patterns. This reduces the totalwere observed for the LUC activity data compared to
number of plants available for analysis to 42. Table 2the control population (Table 2), suggesting that the
gives the descriptive statistics of the data sets of theseMAR elements have had no detectable influence on the
plants. In Figure 2, the simple plants are indicated byvariation in LUC activity. Further analyses (see below)
the sum of the red and the blue circles. In Figure 2,show that this result is due partly to the presence of
A–C, the GUS activity data are plotted and in Figure 2,complex integrations in this total population.
D–F, the LUC activity data, respectively. Figure 2, G–I,Of special interest in this study is the relation between
shows the double logarithmic plot of GUS activitythe activities of the two genes present on the composite
against the LUC activity and Figure 2, J–L, the copy-T-DNA. Figure 2, G–I, shows the double logarithmic plot
number-corrected ln(GUS)/ln(LUC) ratio. Table 3of GUS activity for each transformant plotted against the
gives the GUS/LUC correlation and Table 4 gives the

LUC activity of the same transformant. Table 3 gives
mean and variance of the ratios plotted in Figure 2,

the product moment correlation coefficients (R) for J–L. For the GUS activity, the two MAR-containing popu-
these associations. In the control population HGL, there lations still show a significantly reduced variation com-
is no apparent correlation between the activities of both pared to the control population HGL. Removing the
genes (R � 0.24), whereas the relationship between complex integrations from the analysis now reveals a
both activities is markedly increased in the AHGLA (R � 4.8-fold significant reduction in variance for LUC activ-
0.83) and AHLGA (R � 0.81) populations. Spearman’s ity in the AHLGA population compared to the control
rank correlation, which is not dependent on the loga- population HGL (Table 2). The variance in the AHGLA
rithmic transformation procedure, yields the same con- luciferase activity is �2-fold lower than the variance in
clusions (not shown). These results indicate that for the HGL population, which is barely not significant (at
the MAR-containing populations, plants with high GUS P � 0.05; Table 2) due to copy number effects (Table
activity also show high LUC activity and vice versa. Part 4). When copy number effects are eliminated (Table 4),
of the improved correlation in the MAR-containing pop- the AHGLA simple population also shows a significant
ulations could be due to a copy number effect. To re- reduction in the variation of LUC activity. The correla-
move such a copy number effect from the plot, the ratio tion coefficients (Table 3) follow the trends given by
of logarithmic GUS and LUC activity [i.e., ln(GUS)/ the total population: in the control population HGL,
ln(LUC)] is plotted in Figure 2, J–L. The nearly straight there is still no correlation between the activities of both
line obtained in the case of the AHGLA and AHLGA genes (R � 0.31), whereas the relationship is obvious
populations shows that GUS and LUC activity in all the in the MAR-containing AHGLA (R � 0.80) and AHLGA
MAR-containing plants yields virtually the same ratio, (R � 0.73) populations.
whereas the ratio in the HGL control population is In plants with multiple simple integrations of trans-
much more variable. These data are quantified and genes, these transgenes may (epigenetically) interact
analyzed in Table 4. The data in Table 4 illustrate that and deviate from the expected copy-number-dependent
the variance of the ln(GUS)/ln(LUC) ratio of the AH- additivity of gene expression. Therefore, a final analysis
GLA and AHLGA populations is highly significantly re- was based on all plants with a simple one-copy integra-
duced compared to the control population HGL. The tion of the T-DNA. The total number of plants available

for this analysis is 24. Table 2 gives the descriptive statis-activity levels of the two genes become more associated,
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Figure 2.—Quantified enzymatic activities in all transformed plants in the three populations. The population name is given
at the top. (A–C) The ln of the GUS activity. (D–F) The natural logarithm of the luciferase activity. (G–I) The double logarithmic
plot of GUS activity plotted against the LUC activity of the same transformant. ( J–L) The ratio of the logarithmic GUS and LUC
activity. In A–L, plants with a one-copy integration of the T-DNA are indicated in blue, plants with two or more simple T-DNA
integrations are in red, and all other plants with complex integrations are represented by open circles. Panels related to the
GUS gene are in blue, and those related to the LUC gene are in yellow. Panels combining the two genes are in a combination
of both colors.
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TABLE 2

Descriptive statistics of the enzymatic activities in the three populations of plants

GUS activity LUC activity

Integrationa Populationb No.c Meand Var.e Fold f P g Mean Var. Fold P

Total HGL 37 5.01 1.43 —h NAi 6.98 0.72 — NA
AHLGA 27 5.00 0.33 4.3 *** j 6.81 0.80 0.90 NS
AHGLA 33 5.63 0.41 3.5 *** 6.27 0.77 0.93 NS

Complex HGL 28 5.24 1.33 — NA 7.13 0.50 — NA
AHLGA 12 4.96 0.57 2.3 NS� 6.84 1.57 0.32 **
AHGLA 15 6.02 0.28 4.7 ** 6.7 0.55 0.91 NS

Simple HGL 9 4.32 1.20 — NA 6.52 1.21 — NA
AHLGA 15 5.02 0.16 7.5 ** 6.80 0.25 4.84 **
AHGLA 18 5.30 0.29 4.1 ** 5.92 0.70 1.73 NS

One-copy HGL 5 3.64 1.06 — NA 6.37 1.23 — NA
AHLGA 10 4.69 0.08 13.2 *** 6.55 0.14 8.8 **
AHGLA 9 4.75 0.06 18.4 *** 5.33 0.08 15.4 ***

Two-copy HGL 3 5.10 0.12 — NA 6.44 1.79 — NA
AHLGA 4 5.45 0.06 2 NS 7.32 0.16 11.2 *
AHGLA 9 5.73 0.12 1 NS 6.51 0.64 2.8 NS�

a Type of T-DNA integration as determined by DNA blot analysis (see text and Table 1); total is complex
plus simple; simple is further subdivided into one-copy and two-copy plants.

b Populations are named according to the T-DNA construct the plants contain (see Figure 1).
c Number of plants in the population.
d Means are based on the natural logarithms of enzyme activities.
e Variance.
f Fold reduction of variance with respect to the corresponding control population HGL.
g One-tailed probability according to the F-test for homogeneity of variances in comparison to the correspond-

ing control population HGL.
h (—) Control population HGL.
i Not applicable.
j Indication of the probability value at the 95% confidence level; ***, significant at P � 0.001; **, significant

at P � 0.01; *, significant at P � 0.05; NS�, barely not significant (0.05 � P � 0.1); NS, not significant (at
P 	 0.1).

tics of the one-copy populations. In Figure 2, the one- MAR HGL one-copy plants, the covariance of GUS and
LUC enzymatic activity is much higher than for thecopy plants are indicated by the blue circles. In Figure

2, the GUS activity data are plotted in A–C and the LUC MAR-containing one-copy plants (data not shown). The
difference between the HGL, AHGLA, and AHLGA one-activity data are plotted in D–F. In Figure 2, G–I, the

double logarithmic plot of GUS activity against the LUC copy populations is also characterized by a significant
reduction in the variance of the ln(GUS)/ln(LUC) ratioactivity is given and in Figure 2, J–L, the derived

ln(GUS)/ln(LUC) ratio is given. Table 4 gives the mean (Figure 2, J–L; Table 4). This shows the highly coordi-
nated expression of the GUS and LUC activities in theand variance of the ratios plotted in Figure 2, J–L. For

both GUS and LUC the variation in one-copy AHGLA MAR-containing one-copy populations.
Relationship between GUS and LUC enzymatic activi-and AHLGA plants is reduced significantly (P � 0.001),

up to 18-fold, compared to the HGL population (Table ties and mRNA levels: The data demonstrating the effi-
cacy of the chicken lysozyme A element in the reduction2), as is also apparent from Figure 2, A–C (for GUS)

and Figure 2, D–F (for LUC). Both the one-copy AHGLA of position effects are based on enzymatic activities. This
implicitly assumes linear relationships between tran-and the AHLGA populations cluster together in double

logarithmic plots (Figure 2, H and I, blue circles). In scription rate, steady-state mRNA accumulation, amount
of protein, and the enzymatic activity of that protein.contrast, the HGL data show a considerable scatter (Fig-

ure 2G, blue circles), despite the low number of only One of the concerns is whether and to what extent the
quantitative activity data reflect the steady-state RNA5 plants present in this population. The correlation

coefficient is not a very suitable way of demonstrating accumulation of the genes used. Therefore, the analyses
were extended to the RNA levels of GUS and LUC ina clustering of plants toward a single point. Due to the

small population sizes, none are significantly different the three populations of transgenic plants. The remain-
der of almost every leaf from which a sample was takenfrom zero (data not shown). In the case of the non-
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TABLE 3

Correlation of GUS and luciferase expression data

Compared parametersa

GUS activity- GUS activity- LUC activity- GUS mRNA-
LUC activity GUS mRNA LUC mRNA LUC mRNA

Integrationb Populationc No.d R e P f No. R P No. R P No. R P

Total HGL 37 0.24 NAg 33 0.55 NA 33 0.07 NA 33 0.80 NA
AHLGA 27 0.81 ***h 27 0.75 NS� 27 0.54 * 27 0.91 *
AHGLA 33 0.83 *** 30 0.80 * 30 0.53 * 30 0.90 NS�

Complex HGL 28 0.23 NA 25 0.57 NA 25 0.04 NA 25 0.83 NA
AHLGA 12 0.86 *** 12 0.85 NS� 12 0.63 * 12 0.90 NS
AHGLA 15 0.79 *** 14 0.82 NS� 14 0.38 NS 14 0.81 NS

Simple HGL 9 0.31 NA 8 0.56 NA 8 0.07 NA 8 0.73 NA
AHLGA 15 0.73 ** 15 0.66 NS 15 0.56 NS 15 0.95 *
AHGLA 18 0.80 ** 16 0.67 NS 16 0.46 NS 16 0.94 NS�

a Comparisons are based on the natural logarithms of the data on enzymatic activity and mRNA amount.
b Type of T-DNA integration as determined by DNA blot analysis (see text and Table 1); total is complex plus simple.
c Populations are named according to the T-DNA construct that the plants contain (see Figure 1).
d Number of combined data points.
e Product-moment (i.e., the common) correlation coefficient corrected for the bias in the case of small samples from bivariate

normal distributions (Sokal and Rohlf 1995). The correlation coefficients given in italics are not significantly different from
zero at P � 0.05 according to the t-test for significance.

f One-tailed probability according to the Fisher z transformation with t approximation (Zar 1996) for equality of the correlation
coefficient in comparison to the corresponding control population HGL.

g Not applicable.
h Indication of the probability value at the 95% confidence level; ***, significant at P � 0.001; **, significant at P � 0.01; *,

significant at P � 0.05; NS�, barely not significant (0.05 � P � 0.1); NS, not significant (at P 	 0.1).

for the determination of the enzymatic GUS and LUC shows a rather poor correlation (R � 0.55), whereas
the AHLGA and AHGLA populations are improvedactivities was used for total RNA isolation. The relative

amounts of GUS and LUC transcripts as well as 18S (R � 0.75/0.80). These data indicate, therefore, that
the overall correlation between enzymatic activity andrRNA amounts were determined with radioactively la-

beled probes on RNA blots. In Figure 3, representative mRNA amount is disappointing. The presence of the
MAR elements helps to improve that correlation. Inexamples of the RNA blot analyses for each of the three

populations are shown. Data were quantified with the Figure 4, G–I, the GUS mRNA is plotted against the
LUC mRNA amount; the corresponding correlation co-help of a PhosphorImager. The GUS and LUC RNA

signals were normalized for the amount of RNA loaded efficients are given in Table 3. Despite the poor correla-
tions between enzymatic activity and mRNA, the correla-relative to the rRNA signal. Also for the normalized

RNA amounts, a natural logarithmic transformation was tions between GUS and LUC mRNA are high. As shown
above for the activity data, for the mRNA amount dataappropriate for statistical evaluation (analysis not shown),

so all subsequent analyses were performed after such a a major part of the correlation also is likely to be due
to copy number effects. Figure 4, J–L, shows the plottransformation.

In Figure 4, the analysis of the RNA data for the total of the ln(GUS mRNA)/ln(LUC mRNA) ratio and the
accompanying statistics are given in Table 4. Comparedpopulations is shown. As in Figure 2, this is the sum of

the red, blue, and open circles. The relationship be- to the control population HGL, a reduction in the
ln(GUS mRNA)/ln(LUC mRNA) ratio is observed.tween GUS activity and amount of GUS mRNA is plotted

in Figure 4, A–C, and the relationship between LUC Therefore, the expression of both genes has become
coordinated on the level of steady-state RNA amount asactivity and amount of LUC mRNA is plotted in Figure

4, D–F. The corresponding correlations are given in well. Similar analyses of the subset of plants with simple
copies (sum of red and blue circles, Figure 4, A–L;Table 3. Whereas there is no correlation between LUC

mRNA amount and LUC activity in the HGL population Tables 3 and 4) and the simple one-copy plants (blue
circles, Figure 4, A–L) further substantiate the results(R � 0.07), the equivalent correlation in the MAR-con-

taining plants is still poor but markedly improved (R � obtained for the total population. Due to the relatively
small population sizes, the confidence limits of the statis-0.54/0.53) and significantly different from zero. For

GUS, the same trend is apparent: the HGL population tical parameters estimated are large, so only trends can
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TABLE 4

Descriptive statistics of the enzymatic and mRNA GUS/LUC ratios

ln(GUS activity)/ln(LUC activity) ln(GUS mRNA)/ln(LUC mRNA)

Integrationa Populationb No.c Meand Var.e F f P g No. Mean Var. F P

Total HGL 37 0.72 0.032 NAh NA 32 0.86 0.027 NA NA
AHLGA 27 0.74 0.004 8.0 *** i 27 0.95 0.014 1.93 NS�
AHGLA 33 0.90 0.005 6.4 *** 30 0.91 0.014 1.93 *

Complex HGL 28 0.74 0.029 NA NA 25 0.88 0.029 NA NA
AHLGA 12 0.73 0.006 4.8 ** 12 0.96 0.024 1.2 NS
AHGLA 15 0.90 0.004 7.2 *** 14 0.94 0.018 1.6 NS

Simple HGL 9 0.66 0.040 NA NA 8 0.78 0.014 NA NA
AHLGA 15 0.74 0.002 20 *** 15 0.94 0.007 2.0 NS
AHGLA 18 0.90 0.006 6.7 *** 16 0.89 0.009 1.4 NS

One-copy HGL 5 0.58 0.030 NA NA 4 0.70 0.009 NA NA
AHLGA 10 0.73 0.003 10 *** 10 0.92 0.009 1 NS
AHGLA 9 0.91 0.004 7.5 ** 7 0.83 0.013 0.7 NS

a Type of T-DNA integration as determined by DNA blot analysis (see text and Table 1); total is complex
plus simple; one-copy is a further subdivision of simple.

b Populations are named according to the T-DNA construct the plants contain (see Figure 1).
c Number of plants used for analysis.
d Means are based on the natural logarithms of enzyme activities or RNA amounts.
e Variance.
f Fold reduction of variance with respect to the corresponding control population HGL.
g One-tailed probability according to the F-test for homogeneity of variances in comparison to the correspond-

ing control population HGL.
h Not applicable.
i Indication of probability value at the 95% confidence level; ***, significant at P � 0.001; **, significant at

P � 0.01; *, significant at P � 0.05; NS�, barely not significant (0.05 � P � 0.1); NS, not significant (at P 	 0.1).

be pointed out. The relationship between GUS mRNA genome (Allen et al. 2000). In different laboratories,
and GUS activity, on the one hand, and LUC mRNA different results have been obtained with different MAR
and LUC activity, on the other hand, improve in the elements, genes, and recipient cells or species, sug-
two MAR-containing populations compared to the HGL gesting that results cannot easily be generalized. Our
control. control (see Figure 1) is devised in such a way that the

two selectable marker genes (NPT and HPT) surround
the reporter genes (GUS and LUC). Both marker genes

DISCUSSION are active in the plants analyzed. These genes are evalu-
ated as an alternative to the A element in shieldingThe expression of two different genes placed between
transgenes from the influences of neighboring chroma-chicken lysozyme A-element DNA becomes highly corre-
tin. Bhattacharyya et al. (1994) showed a reducedlated and coordinated, in contrast to the situation where
GUS variability using a T-DNA with two selectable mark-the genes are flanked by only selectable marker genes.
ers located at the T-DNA borders, similar to the trans-Both enzymatic activity levels and steady-state RNA levels
gene configuration analyzed here. Compared to previ-of the two genes become coordinated, suggesting that
ous results (Mlynárová et al. 1994), the observedthe influence of the A elements is on the level of tran-
reduction in variability is not merely a matter of se-scription. The artificial chromatin domain created by
lectable marker DNA around the gene(s) of interest. Athe chicken lysozyme A element is apparently establish-
reduction in variability requires the presence of DNAing a functional unit of gene regulation in plants.
with the characteristics of the A element. Besides itsWhereas the phenotypic effects observed in the pres-
presumed role in nuclear architecture, the A elementence of the A elements are obvious, the molecular mech-
could collaborate with enhancer and/or promoter se-anism of this biological activity of the elements is a
quences (Forrester et al. 1994), generate an extendedcontroversial issue. It is an open question whether the
domain of open chromatin (Zhao et al. 1993; Jenuweinobserved coordination is due to nuclear matrix binding
et al. 1997), or influence transcription and pre-mRNAor to some other specific, but yet unknown, characteris-
processing components (Göhring and Fackelmayertic of the A element. The presence of the A element
1997; Nayler et al. 1998).on transforming DNA could, for example, somehow

help to target the transgenes to active regions of the Another issue of debate is the role of the configura-
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variation of LUC activity could be demonstrated only
in the subpopulations of one-copy plants (Table 2). No
differences in variance of LUC enzymatic activities were
observed between the MAR-containing population and
the HGL control population. A possible explanation is
that the CaMV promoter driving the LUC gene is more
prone to epigenetic effects than the Lhca3.St.1 promoter
driving the GUS gene (Mlynárová et al. 1996). In one-
copy plants, the MAR elements reduce the position ef-
fect in the luciferase activity as much as they reduce the
position effect of GUS (GUS: 13- and 18-fold reduction;
LUC: 9- and 15-fold reduction). Therefore, in this sub-
population the MAR elements also do protect the lucif-
erase gene from the influences of the surrounding chro-
matin and this reduction of position effects reveals the
correlation between the activity levels.

In subsets of the populations defined on the basis of
T-DNA configuration, the differences in variance be-
tween MAR and non-MAR plants become larger. This
confirms that complex integrations and copy number
dependence of gene activity influence the variance in
the populations of transgenic plants. Complex integra-

Figure 3.—Autoradiograph of a RNA blot showing the RNA tions are often associated with gene-silencing phenom-
amounts in a random subset of plants from each of the three ena (Muskens et al. 2000). Comparisons of the three
populations. Total RNA was separated on formaldehyde gels,

complex populations generated here show that the pres-blotted, probed successively with labeled probes for the GUS
ence of MAR elements improves the expression charac-gene, the LUC gene, and the pea 18S ribosomal sequences

(rib), and visualized by phosphorimaging. The phosphor im- teristics in terms of variance reductions and correlations
ages shown have had different exposure times that were se- (Tables 2–4). The presence of MAR elements may there-
lected to give approximately comparable signals. fore protect (in part) against transcriptional silencing

induced by cis interactions within complex and/or re-
peated transgene arrays (Allen et al. 2000). A copy

tion of genes within the A-element-delimited DNA loop. number effect resulting in additive enzyme activities of
The two test constructs evaluated here (see Figure 1) multiple integrations obviously increases the variance
were devised in such a way that they do not have an A when the total population is evaluated. The moment
element immediately upstream of the promoter of ei- populations differ in the relative proportion of complex
ther the GUS or the LUC reporter gene. This was based and multicopy integration events, comparisons and con-
on our previous results (Mlynárová et al. 1994, 1995) clusions about MAR action may be erroneous or unin-
and follows suggestions that transcription may be ham- formative. The differences between the GUS and LUC
pered by too close an association with the nuclear matrix data in the total populations are likely to be due partly
(Razin et al. 1995; Strätling and Yu 1999). Moreover, to the characteristics of the LUC protein. Obviously,
the configuration of a nos promoter relative to the both mRNA and protein stability play an important role
dCaMV and Lhca3.St.1 promoter-gene fusions is kept in establishing both the level and the kinetics of gene
the same to eliminate potential problems with any puta- expression. The LUC protein is degraded rapidly, notably
tive readthrough. The analyses show that the LUC gene in the absence of its substrate (Thompson et al. 1991). As
yields most activity in the AHLGA population when in a result, it provides a better and instantaneous monitor
the middle of the chromatin loop. The GUS gene shows of gene expression, but will also be more variable than a
the same trend. When in the middle of the presumed long(er)-living reporter molecule such as GUS.
loop of A-element-delimited DNA, the gene tends to be The data show an unexpected and surprisingly poor
most active. This indicates that a gene may be most correlation between enzymatic activity and RNA amount
accessible for the transcription machinery when placed (Table 3) for both GUS and LUC. In large-scale compar-
away from the A elements. isons in yeast of the transcriptome with the proteome,

The variation in GUS activity in the MAR-containing only the high abundant proteins showed a good correla-
populations analyzed here is significantly lower than in tion between mRNA amount and protein. Out of 106
the non-MAR control analyzed previously (Mlynárová genes analyzed, no less than 95 had a correlation of 0.5
et al. 1994). Therefore, the MAR elements also reduce or less, the majority showing a correlation of �0.3 (Gygi
the position effect when the presumed DNA loop be- et al. 1999). Generally, lack of correlation between RNA

and protein levels is thought to be due to post-transla-tween the two elements is enlarged. A reduction in the
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Figure 4.—Quantified GUS and LUC mRNA amounts in all transformed plants in the three populations. Total RNA was
analyzed as indicated in Figure 3. The relative amounts of RNA transcripts were quantified with a PhosphorImager; the GUS
and LUC signals were normalized for the amount of RNA loaded relative to the hybridization with the ribosomal probe. (A–C)
The double logarithmic plot of GUS activity and normalized GUS mRNA. (D–F) The natural logarithm of LUC activity and
normalized LUC mRNA. (G–I) The double logarithmic plot of the amount of GUS mRNA plotted against the LUC mRNA in
the same transformant. ( J–L) The ratio of the logarithmic GUS and LUC mRNA amounts. In all panels, plants with a one-copy
integration of the T-DNA are indicated in blue, plants with two or more simple T-DNA integrations are in red, and all other
plants with complex integrations are represented with open circles. Panels related to the GUS gene are in blue, and those related
to the LUC gene are in yellow. Panels combining the two genes are in a combination of both colors.
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tional modifications and/or relative differences be- multiple genes have been less successful. Gidoni et al.
(1988) could achieve the coordinated transgene expres-tween mRNA and protein turnover. The latter may ex-

plain in part the difference between the GUS and LUC sion only by maintaining the normal linkage of petunia
divergently expressing Cab22L and Cab22R genes. Thedata. The improved correlation upon the presence of

MAR elements suggests that the positive influence of divergent mas1,2 promoter did not yield a correlated
expression of two genes (Peach and Velten 1991), northe MAR elements extends beyond their role in the

nucleus. They may somehow influence the export from did the simultaneous introduction of two genes on a
single plasmid into tobacco by particle bombardmentthe nucleus, RNA turnover, or possibly even the transla-

tional efficiency of the mRNA in the cytoplasm. The (Leech et al. 1998). For complex metabolic or regula-
tory pathways, multiple genes are generally required torelatively poor correlation between RNA and enzyme

activity levels creates the following situation: for the study or achieve the desired alteration(s). In a trans-
genic setup, this requires sequential genetic modifica-MAR-containing populations, GUS and LUC enzymatic

activities are well correlated and GUS and LUC mRNA tion (Krohn et al. 1998), stacking by successive crossing
(Poirier et al. 1992, 2000; Nawrath et al. 1994; Ma etlevels are well correlated, but GUS and notably LUC

activities are not well correlated with their respective al. 1995), assembling the genes of interest on a single
transforming molecule (van Engelen et al. 1994; JachmRNA levels. At first, this is somewhat counterintuitive.

A possible statistical explanation is the following: the et al. 1995; Leech et al. 1998), or cotransformation with
multiple plasmids (Chen et al. 1998; Maqbool andexperimental procedures of protein isolation and ki-

netic analyses, on the one hand, and RNA analysis, on Christou 1999). Results show that when genes are com-
bined, expression levels are highly variable and, whenthe other hand, each involve a number of experimental

steps, each with its own errors. Some of these errors will analyzed, there is poor correlation of the expression of
cointroduced genes (Jach et al. 1995; Leech et al. 1998;not be completely independent from one sample to

the other, but rather work in the same direction. For Maqbool and Christou 1999; Ye et al. 2000). Alterna-
tive approaches using a bicistronic transcriptional unitexample, the same isolate and protein determination

is used for both the GUS and the LUC kinetic measure- (Iida et al. 1992; Lough et al. 1997), a self-cleaving
polyprotein (Marcos and Beachy 1994, 1997; Das-ments. Similar arguments hold for the determination

of RNA levels. When performing correlation analyses gupta et al. 1998; Halpin et al. 1999), or a bifunctional
protein (Elmayan and Tepfer 1994) seem more spe-(Table 3) or when taking the activity ratio as the parame-

ter of analysis, such as in Figure 2, J–L, and in Figure cific and less versatile than the chromatin-structure-
based approach demonstrated here. For any strategy4, J–L, all method-dependent errors cancel out and the

result will be a more accurate, and therefore a more and for each gene, the best performing plant must be
selected, characterized, proven sufficiently stable overrelevant, estimate. However, when enzymatic activities

are combined with RNA levels, the methodological er- time and over generations, and be compatible with the
gene(s) with which it must be combined. The resultsrors become much more independent. They will not

cancel out, but in contrast give rise to more “noise.” As presented here indicate that the use of a chromatin
boundary element such as the chicken lysozyme A ele-a result of this increased noise, correlations can become

disguised and/or undetectable. For the data presented ment may contribute to establishing a coordinated,
high-level, and stable expression of multiple introducedhere, the consequence of such “error pipelines” is that

the correlations between enzymatic activity levels, on genes. Notably the coordinated expression of two differ-
ent promoter-gene combinations may have useful appli-the one hand, and RNA levels, on the other hand, both

showing coordinated expression of the genes investi- cations. It may allow the creation of a reference gene
that is easily assayed for and functions as a “pointer”gated, are more informative than the poor correlation

between enzymatic activity and RNA level. The concept or internal standard for the transgene of interest that
cannot be assayed for so easily. For example, the analysisof data generation-dependent error pipelines would

seem to need more attention in the bioinformatics of of a gene desired to perform in the fruit of a woody
plant species that takes several years to set its first fruitthe analyses of different types of data, e.g., in whole-

genome data sets. now requires the long waiting for that first fruit. With
Over the years, there have been numerous investiga- a proper and coordinately expressed reference gene

tions into the possibilities and mechanisms of coordi- already in the seedling stage, a selection can be made
nated expression in plants. Dean et al. (1988a,b) showed of trees that have a considerably higher likelihood of
a reasonable coordinated expression, quantified as the gene of interest doing well in the fruit. The overall,
RNA, of the chloramphenicol acetyl transferase and oc- significantly higher predictability of gene action when
topine synthase genes, when flanked with large similar, embedded in A-element DNA would make such strate-
but not identical, genomic regions of well-expressed gies feasible and attractive.
petunia rbcS gene regions and rbcS promoters. This may The authors thank Alexander van der Krol and Wessel van Leeuwen
have been due to the presence of MAR-like sequences (Plant Physiology Wageningen UR) for the LUC gene and fruitful

discussions on the topic, Andy Pereira for plasmid pPCV720, Arjenin those regions of petunia DNA. Other attempts with
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